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QUESTION 1

A Security Administrator has some concerns about the confidentiality of data when using SOAP. Which of the following
BEST describes the Security Administrator\\'s concerns? 

A. The SOAP header is not encrypted and allows intermediaries to view the header data. The body can be partially or
completely encrypted. 

B. The SOAP protocol supports weak hashing of header information. As a result the header and body can easily be
deciphered by brute force tools. 

C. The SOAP protocol can be easily tampered with, even though the header is encrypted. 

D. The SOAP protocol does not support body or header encryption which allows assertions to be viewed in clear text by
intermediaries. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

When attending the latest security conference, an information security administrator noticed only a few people carrying
a laptop around. Most other attendees only carried their smartphones. Which of the following would impact the security
of conference\\'s resources? 

A. Wireless network security may need to be increased to decrease access of mobile devices. 

B. Physical security may need to be increased to deter or prevent theft of mobile devices. 

C. Network security may need to be increased by reducing the number of available physical network jacks. 

D. Wireless network security may need to be decreased to allow for increased access of mobile devices. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A security auditor is conducting an audit of a corporation where 95% of the users travel or work from non-corporate
locations a majority of the time. While the employees are away from the corporate offices, they retain full access to the
corporate network and use of corporate laptops. The auditor knows that the corporation processes PII and other
sensitive data with applications requiring local caches of any data being manipulated. 

Which of the following security controls should the auditor check for and recommend to be implemented if missing from
the laptops? 

A. Trusted operating systems 

B. Full disk encryption 

C. Host-based firewalls 
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D. Command shell restrictions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Company XYZ has employed a consultant to perform a controls assessment of the HR system, backend business
operations, and the SCADA system used in the factory. 

Which of the following correctly states the risk management options that the consultant should use during the
assessment? 

A. Risk reduction, risk sharing, risk retention, and risk acceptance. 

B. Avoid, transfer, mitigate, and accept. 

C. Risk likelihood, asset value, and threat level. 

D. Calculate risk by determining technical likelihood and potential business impact. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A network engineer at Company ABC observes the following raw HTTP request: 

GET /disp_reports.php?SectionEntered=57andGroupEntered=-1andreport_type=alertsandto_date=01-
01-0101andRun=
RunandUserEntered=dsmithandSessionID=5f04189bcandfrom_date=31-10-2010andTypesEntered=1 

HTTP/1.1 Host: test.example.net Accept: */* Accept-Language: en Connection: close Cookie: java14=1; java15=1;
java16=1; js=1292192278001; 

Which of the following should be the engineer\\'s GREATEST concern? 

A. The HTTPS is not being enforced so the system is vulnerable. 

B. The numerical encoding on the session ID is limited to hexadecimal characters, making it susceptible to a brute force
attack. 

C. Sensitive data is transmitted in the URL. 

D. The dates entered are outside a normal range, which may leave the system vulnerable to a denial of service attack. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6
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An organization recently upgraded its wireless infrastructure to support WPA2 and requires all clients to use this
method. After the upgrade, several critical wireless clients fail to connect because they are only WEP compliant. For the
foreseeable future, none of the affected clients have an upgrade path to put them into compliance with the WPA2
requirement. 

Which of the following provides the MOST secure method of integrating the non-compliant clients into the network? 

A. Create a separate SSID and WEP key to support the legacy clients and enable detection of rogue APs. 

B. Create a separate SSID and WEP key on a new network segment and only allow required communication paths. 

C. Create a separate SSID and require the legacy clients to connect to the wireless network using certificate-based
802.1x. 

D. Create a separate SSID and require the use of dynamic WEP keys. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A large international business has completed the acquisition of a small business and it is now in the process of
integrating the small business\\' IT department. Both parties have agreed that the large business will retain 95% of the
smaller business\\' IT staff. Additionally, the larger business has a strong interest in specific processes that the smaller
business has in place to handle its regional interests. 

Which of the following IT security related objectives should the small business\\' IT staff consider reviewing during the
integration process? (Select TWO). 

A. How the large business operational procedures are implemented. 

B. The memorandum of understanding between the two businesses. 

C. New regulatory compliance requirements. 

D. Service level agreements between the small and the large business. 

E. The initial request for proposal drafted during the merger. 

F. The business continuity plan in place at the small business. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A company provides on-demand virtual computing for a sensitive project. The company implements a fully virtualized
datacenter and terminal server access with two-factor authentication for access to sensitive data. The security
administrator at the company has uncovered a breach in data confidentiality. Sensitive data was found on a hidden
directory within the hypervisor. 
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Which of the following has MOST likely occurred? 

A. A stolen two factor token and a memory mapping RAM exploit were used to move data from one virtual guest to an
unauthorized similar token. 

B. An employee with administrative access to the virtual guests was able to dump the guest memory onto their mapped
disk. 

C. A host server was left un-patched and an attacker was able to use a VMEscape attack to gain unauthorized access. 

D. A virtual guest was left un-patched and an attacker was able to use a privilege escalation attack to gain unauthorized
access. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following protocols only facilitates access control? 

A. XACML 

B. Kerberos 

C. SPML 

D. SAML 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

After connecting to a secure payment server at https://pay.xyz.com, an auditor notices that the SSL certificate was
issued to *.xyz.com. The auditor also notices that many of the internal development servers use the same certificate.
After installing the certificate on dev1.xyz.com, one of the developers reports misplacing the USB thumb-drive where the
SSL certificate was stored. 

Which of the following should the auditor recommend FIRST? 

A. Generate a new public key on both servers. 

B. Replace the SSL certificate on dev1.xyz.com. 

C. Generate a new private key password for both servers. 

D. Replace the SSL certificate on pay.xyz.com. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 11

A security manager has started a new job and has identified that a key application for a new client does not have an
accreditation status and is currently not meeting the compliance requirement for the contract\\'s SOW. The security
manager has competing priorities and wants to resolve this issue quickly with a system determination and risk
assessment. 

Which of the following approaches presents the MOST risk to the security assessment? 

A. The security manager reviews the system description for the previous accreditation, but does not review application
change records. 

B. The security manager decides to use the previous SRTM without reviewing the system description. 

C. The security manager hires an administrator from the previous contract to complete the assessment. 

D. The security manager does not interview the vendor to determine if the system description is accurate. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

A company has migrated its data and application hosting to a cloud service provider (CSP). To meet its future needs,
the company considers an IdP. Why might the company want to select an IdP that is separate from its CSP? (Select
TWO). 

A. A circle of trust can be formed with all domains authorized to delegate trust to an IdP 

B. Identity verification can occur outside the circle of trust if specified or delegated 

C. Replication of data occurs between the CSP and IdP before a verification occurs 

D. Greater security can be provided if the circle of trust is formed within multiple CSP domains 

E. Faster connections can occur between the CSP and IdP without the use of SAML 

Correct Answer: AD  

 

QUESTION 13

The Chief Information Officer (CIO) of a technology company is likely to move away from a de- perimeterized model for
employee owned devices. This is because there were too many issues with lack of patching, malware incidents, and
data leakage due to lost/stolen devices which did not have full-disk encryption. The `bring your own computing\\'
approach was originally introduced because different business units preferred different operating systems and
application stacks. 

Based on the issues and user needs, which of the following is the BEST recommendation for the CIO to make? 

A. The de-perimeterized model should be kept as this is major industry trend and other companies are following this
direction. Advise that the issues being faced are standard business as usual concerns in a modern IT environment. 
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B. Update the policy to disallow non-company end-point devices on the corporate network. Develop security-focused
standard operating environments (SOEs) for all required operating systems and ensure the needs of each business unit
are met. 

C. The de-perimeterized model should be kept but update company policies to state that non- company end-points
require full disk encryption, anti-virus software, and regular patching. 

D. Update the policy to disallow non-company end-point devices on the corporate network. Allow only one type of
outsourced SOE to all users as this will be easier to provision, secure, and will save money on operating costs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 14

The security administrator is reviewing the business continuity plan which consists of virtual infrastructures at corporate
headquarters and at the backup site. The administrator is concerned that the VLAN used to perform live migrations of
virtual machines to the backup site is across the network provider\\'s MPLS network. 

This is a concern due to which of the following? 

A. The hypervisor virtual switches only support Q-in-Q VLANS, not MPLS. This may cause live migrations to the backup
site to fail. 

B. VLANs are not compatible with MPLS, which may cause intermittent failures while performing live migrations virtual
machines during a disaster. 

C. Passwords are stored unencrypted in memory, which are then transported across the MPLS network. 

D. Transport encryption is being used during the live migration of virtual machines which will impact the performance of
the MPLS network. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following does SAML uses to prevent government auditors or law enforcement from identifying specific
entities as having already connected to a service provider through an SSO operation? 

A. Transient identifiers 

B. Directory services 

C. Restful interfaces 

D. Security bindings 

Correct Answer: A 
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